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2003 Audi A4 Starter Switch
As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as capably as conformity can be
gotten by just checking out a books 2003 audi a4 starter switch with it is not directly done, you could give a
positive response even more nearly this life, in this area the world.
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We find the money for you this proper as without difficulty as simple artifice to acquire those all. We offer 2003
audi a4 starter switch and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. among them
is this 2003 audi a4 starter switch that can be your partner.
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2003 Audi A4 Starter Switch

WIRING INFORMATION 2003 Audi A4 WIRE COLOR LOCATION 12V CONSTANT WIRE RED Ignition harness
12V IGNITION WIRE BLACK Ignition harness STARTER WIRE RED/BLACK Ignition harness SECOND
STARTER WIRE BLUE Ignition harness 12V ACCESSORY WIRE YELLOW/BLACK Ignition harness PARKING
LIGHTS (+) GRAY At Headlight Switch
Ignition/Starter Switch, main fuse or = orange rs = pink Audi A4 No. 2/5 A-Battery B-Starter D - Ignition/Starter
Switch S88 - Fuse Strip (main fuse) T1 - 1-Pin Connector, black, engine compartment, right T10a - 10-Pin
Connector, brown, connector station E-box, plenum chamber 11 - Ground connection, in battery box
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Load Reduction Relay, Ignition/Starter Switch, Starting Interlock Relay No. 25/4 Audi TT B - Starter D Ignition/Starter Switch F194 - Clutch Pedal Position (CPP) Switch J17 - Fuel Pump (FP) Relay J59 - Load
Reduction Relay J207 - Starting Interlock Relay J429 - Control module for central locking S10 - Fuse S11 - Fuse
S237 - Fuse in fuse holder
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2003 Audi A4 Cabriolet Equipment Legend A4 Cabriolet A4 Cabriolet x = Standard o = Optional - = Not
available 1.8 T FrontTrak ® 3.0 FrontTrak automatic switch on when key is withdrawn from ignition x x
lIlluminated glove box, rear cargo area, lighter and ashtray x x Seating
The wiring diagrams are grouped into individual sections. If a component is most likely found in a par-ticular
group, it will be shown complete (all wires, connectors, and pins) within that group. For exam-ple, the Auto
Shutdown Relay is most likely to be found in Group 30, so it is shown there complete. It
VW/Audi vehicles. For general scan tool functionality, see the manual for your diagnostic tool. Figure 3-1 Basic
Volkswagen Audi test routine 3.1 Identifying the Vehicle The scan tool typically identifies a vehicle using certain
characters of the vehicle identification number (VIN).
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01J CVT: Diagnosing and Repairing Code 17090 A 2003 Audi A4 with an 01J continuously variable trans-mission
(CVT) came to our shop. The customer complained that the vehicle was sluggish in for-ward and had no reverse
and that this would take place only when all the lights in the gear indicator “lighted up and flashed.” CVTs are
starting to
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2004 AUDI A3 A4 A6 A8 TT TTS QUATTRO Service Repair Manual 2003 2002 2001 X (Fits: 2004 Audi A4).
$9.95. 1 bid. Free Shipping. Coupe quattro. The online Audi A4 Quattro repair manual is quick and easy to use.
Get the repair info you need to fix your Audi A4 Quattro instantly. How much does it cost for a Starter
Replacement Cost on an Audi A4
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Wiring diagram layout I Relay panel D - Ignition/Starter Switch S162 - Fuse -1- (30) in fuse bracket / battery Open
circuit in relay panel between connector terminals A4 and D2 - Connect terminal D2 of multi-point connector to
ground using Connector Test Kit VW 1594
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